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RESUME 

WHAT A SIMULATION TEACHES 

We did not set out to teach awareness of body language. That was not our 

original intent within our scope of leadhership. People leave with experiance highly 

focused on information they neverregistered before. 

Although we phused the boundaries, the animation system was an 

evaluation of a system that had been used in computer games. With the dialogue 

system we were going deeper into the unknown. And for the first time, we realized 

we might have gone too far. 

The main roles 

 Turning the head of the bot toward whoever wa speaking. 

 Moving the lips according to what the bot was saying. 

 Blinking and breathing. 

 Controlling the facial animation. 

 Controlling the board body animation. 

Leadership activities 

 Leaders are essential to an organization, and the world. 

 Leadership is inward resolve and motivation. 

 Leaders add humor to a workplace, and get everyone revved up. 

 They speak with authority and convivtion and listen well. 



Conclusions  

So , I think the solution is more people can understand the program well and is 

easy for people to capture what is described. As well as providing support facilities 

whith good simulation. 

interest law is not of desire but rather from a feeling. Your life can be wonderful if 

you positive thinking about everthing around you. What do you feel will change 

what will happen in the future. we should be grateful for what we have and always 

think positive to doing everything. 

If you can are focus your mind , you will be able to enjoy your life more than what 

you imagine. 

Means that determines success or failure is from yourself . Imagination is 

everything , and it is an attraction in the future. we should not be a waste of time at 

all because it would be very valuable.all the secrets that exist in nature we can feel 

ourselves and we can also control it during our minds associated with feelings. 

 


